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3,421,258 
WALKING DOLL MECHANISM 

Robert Gardel, New York, and Egon Gorsky, Brooklyn, 
N.Y., assignors to Lettam, Inc., New York, N.Y., a 
corporation of New York 

Continuation-impart of application Ser. No. 513,380, 
Dec. 13, 1965. This application Mar. 28, 1967, Ser. 
No. 626,601 

US. Cl. 46—247 3 Claims 
Int. Cl. A63h 33/26 

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

A spring or electric motor powered mechanism for 
installation in the body of a doll or other toy ?gure, in 
cluding a weight (preferably located as high as possible) 
which is reciprocated from side to side to unbalance the 
body alternately in opposite directions due to reaction of 
the body to the inertial turning movement of the weight 
assembly, and leg mounting members which cause the 
legs to swing forward alternately in response to the un 
balancing of the body. When the motor is operating, the 
?gure takes steps, i.e., walks, and when the motor is not 
operating the ?gure will stand alone and can ‘be “hand 
walked” by manually rocking the body from side to side 

This application is a continuation-in-part of applica 
tion Ser. No. 513,380, ?led Dec. 13, 1965. 

Field of invention 

The invention represents a carrying forward of and 
improvement over the type of motor driven walking doll 
mechanism disclosed in said application Ser. No. 513,380. 
As in that case, the mechanism is a unit, adapted for in 
stallation as such in a doll body designed to receive it. 
The prior art includes certain mechanisms which have 

to be built or molded into the legs and body of a doll, 
said parts being integral with the mechanism, as in the 
Ryan Patents Nos. 3,243,916, 3,267,607 and 3,267,608, 
the legs being generally positively driven to make stepping 
motions, and such mechanisms not embodying the in 
verted pendulum feature. Examples of inverted pendu 
lums are found in Kraus Patent No. 1,854,202 where a 
pendulum is motor driven to reciprocate between stops 
which jolt the body from side to side, and in Ostrander 
Patent No. 2,739,417 where a pendulum (not motorized) 
is coupled to a rocker positively connected to both legs, 
to assist in producing a stepping motion as the doll is 
hand-walked. 

Summary 
The invention comprises, typically, a frame. or frames 

supporting a motor and suitable gears, designed to be 
?rmly ?xed within the torso of a doll. The gear train 
terminates in a cam or eccentric or the like arranged to 
reciprocate smoothly an inverted pendulum, the shaft of 
which may extend as far upward as the interior of the 
doll’s head and the upper end of which carries a weight. 
Leg mounting members at the bottom of the mechanism 
support each leg for swinging movement about an axis 
preferably located forward of the center of gravity of the 
leg (when the doll is standing) so that each leg, when not 
supporting the weight of the doll, tends to swing forward. 
It is desirable to interconnect the legs in a suitable man 
ner so that forward motion of one coincides with rear 
ward motion of the other, as in most doll Walking mecha 
nisms, and with this interconnection the doll will walk 
even if the axis of swinging is not appreciably forward of 
the center of gravity. 
The mechanism is a unit and is designed for installa 

tion in any suitably shaped and proportioned body, and 
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the legs used with the mechanism are conventional in all 
respects. 

Practical embodiments of the invention are shown in 
the accompanying drawings, in which: 

FIG. 1 represents a vertical fore-and aft section of a 
doll body containing the mechanism; 

FIG. 2 represents a horizontal section on the line 
II—II of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 3 represents a horizontal section on the line 
III-III of FIG. 1, parts being broken away; 
FIG. 4 represents an internal elevation, on a larger 

scale, of the parts comprising a gravity switch, from the 
line IV~—IV of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 5 represents a detail vertical section on the line 
V—V of FIG. 4; 

FIG. 6 represents an exploded view of the mechanism 
alone, with the addition of the supper part of one leg; 
FIG. 7 represents a detail vertical section through the 

upper part of a ‘leg and an attaching means therefor; 
FIG. 8 represents an elevation of the parts shown in 

FIG. 7; 
FIG. 9 represents a perspective view, on an enlarged 

scale, of the connection between the leg and the leg 
mounting means; 

FIG. 10 represents a detail elevation of an alternative 
form of inverted pendulum; 

FIG. 11 represents a detail vertical section showing the 
upper part of a further modi?ed form of inverted pendu 
lum; 

FIG. 12 represents a detail front elevation of the in 
verted pendulum shown in FIG. 11; 

FIG. 13 represents a detail transverse vertical section 
through the doll vbody showing an alternative form of 
bracket for mounting the mechanism in the body; 

FIG. 14 is a wiring diagram showing motor, batteries, 
gravity switch and manual switch; 

FIG. 15 represents a side elevation of the motor, gear 
box and gear train with another modi?ed form of pendu 
lum mounted thereon; 

FIG. 16 represents a detail rear elevation, as viewed 
from the line XVI-XVI in FIG. 15, showing the inter 
engagement between parts of the pendulum support; 

FIG. 17 is a diagrammatic representation of conven 
tionalized parts illustrating the principle of operation of 
the mechanism; 

FIG. 18 is a transverse elevation, partly in section, 
showing the parts of FIG. 17 at rest (standing); 

FIG. 19 is a side view of the parts shown in FIG. 18; 
FIG. 20 is a view similar to FIG. 18 showing the same 

parts moved by the action of the inverted pendulum; 
FIG. 21 is a side view of the parts shown in FIG. 20. 
Referring to the drawings, the doll in which the 

mechanism is illustratively installed includes a torso T, 
a head H and legs L. The neck portion N of the head is 
intended to be mounted in or attached to the neck open 
ing 0 of the torso in any suitable or customary manner, 
constituting no part of the invention, except as may be 
speci?cally set forth below (as in connection with FIGS. 
11 and 12). 
The mechanism comprises a gear box 10 containing 

a train of gears 12 designed to reduce the rapid rate of 
rotation of the drive gear 14 on the drive shaft (not 
shown) of the electric motor 16 to a slower rate of ro 
tation of the crank pin 18, conveniently formed as an ex 
tension of the shaft 20 of the last gear in the train. The 
motor 16 is ?xed, as by the bracket 22, to the back plate 
24 of the gear box 10, and the motor and gear box are 
shown in FIGS. 1, 2 and 6, as being ?xed on a U-shaped 
or semi-circular bracket 26 the end portions of which have 
holes 28 for riveting the whole assembly to the torso T, 
as by the rivets 30 (FIG. 2). 
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An alternative form of bracket is shown in FIG. 13, 
the bracket 32 being of a ?at U shape, with its ends 
turned up and riveted to the sides of the torso by rivets 
34 corresponding to the rivets 30. The ?at middle por 
tion of the bracket 32 lies beneath the motor bracket 22, 
between it and the leg bracket 36, said parts being secure 
ly assembled by means of rivets 38 or the like. 
The body unbalancing means is shown in FIGS. 1 and 

6 as comprising a weight 40 mounted on the upper end 
of a shaft 42 which is pivoted at its lower end on the pin 
44, conveniently constituted by an extension of a gear 
axle. Above its pivot point the shaft 42 has a vertical slot 
46 adapted to receive the crank pin 18, whereby rotation 
of the crank will cause reciprocation of the shaft 42 and 
weight 40. 
The leg bracket 36 (secured directly to the motor 

bracket 22 in FIGS. 1 and 6, but with the interposition 
of the alternative bracket 32 in FIG. 13) is in the form 
of an inverted channel having depending parallel ?anges 
48 each of which is perforated near its front end to re 
ceive a transverse axle 50, and each ?ange being provided, 
near its rear end, with a short vertical slot 52 adapted 
to receive a rocker bar 54, said bar being arranged to pass 
loosely through a hole 56 in an intermediate ?ange 58 
located midway between the ?anges 48. 
Each leg mounting means includes a box-like element 

60 comprising outer and inner parallel strips 62, 64, re 
spectively, provided near the front with properly aligned 
holes 66, 68 to journal the element 60 on an end of the 
axle 50, and provided near the rear end with a hole 70 
in the outer strip 62 and a vertical slot 72 in the inner 
strip 64 to receive an end of the rocking bar 54. Each 
strip 62 also has, near its center, a tapered slot 63, a 
pair of oppositely disposed indentations 65 in its inner 
surface and three small lugs 67 on its outer surface. The 
bar 54 ?ts loosely enough in the hole 70 to permit rock 
ing movement within the limits determined by the height 
of slots 52 and or 72. A suitable means for attaching 
each leg to its mounting means is described below. 

Batteries to actuate the motor 16 are contained in a 
molded plastic battery box 73, ‘rectangular in form and 
adapted to hold two “?ashlight batteries” B with contacts 
at the top and bottom of the box for placing the batteries 
in series in the motor circuit. A manually operated switch 
74 may conveniently be located at the lower edge of 
the box for closing or opening the circuit by sliding, as 
shown in FIGS. 1 and 14 or otherwise, if desired. The 
Ibox 73 has a [removable door or lid 75 for inserting or 
removing the batteries. The inner wall 76 of the box 73 
is shown as carrying a bracket 78 having parallel vertical 
sides to which may be secured, as by welding, the upper 
side edges of the motor back plate 24 as well as an upward 
extension 11 of the gear box 10, so that the mechanism 
and battery box are ?rmly and immovably ?xed in the 
torso T. 

It is desirable, but not essential, to provide a gravity 
switch, to permit actuation of the motor only when the 
doll is in a position to walk, i.e., erect. One form of such 
a switch is shown in FIGS. 1, 4, 5 and 14. Weights 80 are 
mounted on the ends of a T-shaped plate 81 which is 
supported on a headed pin 82 passing slidably through 
the wall 76 of the battery box 73 and biased toward said 
wall by a small spring 83. The plate is maintained sub 
stantially in the upright position shown in FIG. 4 by the 
provision of a pair of projections 84 which can easily be 
molded integral with the wall 76. The motor circuit in 
cludes a pair of contacts 85, 86, above and below the pin 
82, the gap between said contacts being closed only when 
the vertical stem of the plate 81 rests against both of 
them (FIGS. 1 and 5) whereas the circuit is broken when 
said stem is rocked forward or backward (broken line 
positions in FIGS. 5 and 14) or moved away from one or 
both of the contacts in any other manner. 
The simple form of inverted pendulum shown in 

FIGS. 1 and 6 has been found to operate satisfactorily 
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4 
for its intended purpose, but it may be convenient, in 
certain forms of dolls or other walking ?gures, to use 
the alternative form shown in FIG. 10 wherein the 
pendulum is jointed. A lower portion 90 is pivoted at 
91 and driven by a crank (not shown) in the slot 92, 
exactly as in the form of FIGS. 1 and 6, but the portion 
90 is relatively short and carries an upper portion 93, 
pivoted at 94, provided with a weight 95 at its upper 
end, and free to oscillate with respect to the lower 
portion within limits determined by a pair of stops 96 
(shown as being adjustable). With this construction it 
is apparent that a small angular movement of the lower 
portion 90 can result in a substantially ampli?ed oscil 
lation of the upper portion 93 and its weight 95. Stops 
could be provided at a different point on the portion 90 
or, alternatively, at any suitable points on the portion 
93 (above or below the pivot 94 in either event), as a 
matter of mechanical preferance or convenience. It must 
be noted that this type of jointed pendulum may operate 
with a distinct jolt at the end of each stroke, so that it is 
less desirable than other forms designed to operate 
smoothly. 
The alternative form of inverted pendulum shown in 

FIGS. 11 and 12 has certain special advantages, both in 
convenience of assembly and in sturdiness, which may 
make its use desirable. In this form the neck opening of 
the torso is closed by a disc or bridge 97 (-made integrally 
with the torso, as shown, or made separately and secured 
in the neck opening) having a transverse slot 98 through 
which passes the pendulum shaft 99, supported on a 
pivot 100 which is mounted on the disc or bridge 97. 
The shaft 99 has a weight 101 at its upper end and is 
forked at its lower end (FIG. 12) to form a slot 102. 
The lower pendulum portion 103 corresponds in form 
and function to the lower parts of the shaft 42 (FIGS. 1 
and 6) or the portion 90 (FIG. 10), being pivoted at 104 
(corresponding to pivots 44 and 91) and slotted at 105 
(corresponding to slots 46 and 92). The portion 103 is 
provided, near its upper end, with a pin 106 adapted to 
?t freely in the slot 102. 
A somewhat stronger pivot construction and other 

operating advantages can be obtained by the arrange 
ment shown in FIGS. 15 and 16, wherein the motor 16, 
gear box 10 and gear train 12 are the same as in FIGS, 
1 and 6, while the weight 41 is mounted on the upper 
end of a shaft 43 which terminates just below the top of 
the gear box and is pivoted near its lower end on a pin 
45 passing through the back plate 24. The lower portion 
of the shaft 43 is reinforced by the provision of a short 
link 47 also pivoted on the pin 45 on the opposite side 
of the plate 24, the link 47 having its upper end ?rmly 
connected to the shaft 43 by a headed pin or bolt 49 the 
shank of which passes through a spacer ‘51, through the 
shaft 43 and through a nut or the like 53. The pin or 
bolt 49 projects rearwardly a sufficient distance to pass 
through a vertical slot 55 in an actuating plate 57 which 
is pivoted, most conveniently, on the drive shaft 59 of 
the motor. At a point about midway between its pivot 
point and the slot 55 the plate 57 is provided with another 
vertical slot 61, comparable to the slot 46 in FIG. 6, in 
which the crank pin 18 is engaged. 

In the arrangement just described a very small throw 
of the crank 18 will cause the shaft 43 to oscillate 
through a much larger are (indicated by a in FIG. 16). 
The oscillation is smooth as in the case of FIGS. 1, 6, 11 
and 12, with no possibility of jolting, but the turning 
moment at the start of each stroke is strong enough to 
rock the doll body so that most of its weight is on one 
leg and the other leg takes a step forward. 
The attachment of each leg to its mounting means 60 

is shown in detail in FIGS. 7, 8 and 9. The upper end of 
the leg is turned inward and provided with an opening, 
lying in a vertical plane and bounded by an annular 
?ange 107. A dished washer 108 is inserted in the opening 
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with its periphery resting against the inner surface of the 
?ange, and a strong spring 109 exerts its expansion force 
between the washer 108 and the enlarged head 110 on 
the inner end of the locking piece 111. A cap 112, pro 
vided with a somewhat diamond-shaped central slot 113 
and three indentations 114, ?ts over the leg opening with 
its periphery overlying the outside of the ?ange 107, and 
the enlarged outer end of the locking piece 111, having 
shoulders 115 on its stem, is passed through the slot 113 
and turned so that the shoulders will catch on the sides 
of the slot (FIG. 8). With the leg in this condition, the 
end of the piece 111 is passed through the slot 63 in the 
mounting means, is turned 90° to bring the barbs 116 
into register with the indentations 65 and is then moved 
to disengage the shoulders 115 from their engagement 
with the sides of the slot 113; the spring 109 then forces 
the barbs 116 into the indentations (FIG. 9) and the 
leg is securely locked on its support 60. The lugs 67 and 
indentations 114 are disposed at suitable points around 
the axis of the locking piece 111 so that they will be in 
engagement when the leg is in standing and walking 
position but can be disengaged, as desired, when the leg 
is forcibly turned to sitting position or the like. 
FIGS. 17 to 21 illustrate diagrammatically the opera 

tion of the mechanism, ‘with reference particularly to the 
form shown in FIGS. 1, 2 and 6, and with corresponding 
parts bearing the same numerals. With the mechanism at 
rest, the doll stands straight on both legs (FIG. 17), the 
legs being pivoted for rotation around the axle 50, and 
interconnected by the rocking bar 54 which passes loosely 
through the hole 56. The toes and heels on the legs may 
be regarded as providing a 4-point support for the leg 
assembly, while the pivot points ‘with axle 50 and the 
engagement of bar 54 in hole 56 provide a stable 3-point 
support for the torso and mechanism with respect to the 
leg assembly. Upon oscillation of the pendulum (FIG. 
20) the Whole doll will be rocked to one side by the 
inertial turning moment at the pivot point 44 of the pen 
dulum, removing suf?cient weight from the opposite foot 
to permit it to swing down and forward around the axle 
50. This motion can, under some conditions, result from 
gravity even ‘without the bar 54 (see Gardel and Gorsky 
Patent No. 3,300,892) but the stepping movement is 
made positive, limited 'and controlled by the provision of 
the interconnection, as is apparent from FIGS. 18 and 19. 
As the pendulum starts its swing in the opposite direction 
the reaction of the body causes the foot which has lifted 
and advanced to receive most of the weight of the whole 
assembly and the other foot lifts and takes a step. 
The invention is described with particular reference to 

dolls but the mechanism can readily be installed, with or 
without special adaptation, in other ?gures, such as those 
of animals, which are otherwise capable of taking steps. 

It will be understood that various changes may be 
made in the form, construction and arrangement of the 
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several parts ‘without departing from the spirit and scope 
‘of the invention and hence we do not intend to be limited 
to the details shown or described herein except as the 
same are included in the claims or may be required by 
disclosures of the prior art. 
What we claim is: 
1. A Walking doll mechanism of the type in ‘which a 

doll having a body and legs journaled thereto for forward 
and back movement is recipro'oated from side to side by 
the oscillation of an inverted pendulum and in which the 
legs are so mounted on the body and interconnected that 
the changes of weight distribution resulting from said re 
ciprocation cause the legs to take steps forward alter 
nately, characterized by the provision of a motor, frame 
and driving connections, constituting the power train, 
?xedly secured within the doll body, a weight mounted 
for side~to-side oscillaion above said power train, a weight 
m‘oving shaft pivotally mounted on an axis ?xed with re 
spect to said power train, an upper shaft mounted for 
oscillation about a pivot higher than the motor drive 
shaft and having the weight mounted on its upper end, 
the weight-‘moving shaft being mounted for oscillation 
about a lower pivot and drivingly engaged ‘with said upper 
shaft, a crank engaging said weight-moving shaft and driv 
ingly connected to said power train, means continuously 
connecting said weight to said shaft, and said crank be 
ing substantially continuously in driving contact with said 
shaft. 

2. A walking doll mechanism according to claim 1 in 
which the pivot of the upper shaft is at least as high as 
the upper part of the power train. 

3. A walking doll mechanism according to claim 1 in 
which the pivot of the upper shaft is at ‘approximately 
the level of the doll’s neck. 
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